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Dear AI:

We have evaluated the alternatives to position location assuming that 
Nimbus-F would not be available this fall. The only reasonable approach 
is to use the HF transmission system with sun angle sensors and a magneto
meter. The sun angle sensor yields a line-of-position (LOP) roughly 
equivalent to longitude in the tropics, and the magnetometer yields a LOP 
roughly equivalent to latitude. We also briefly considered a TRANSIT 
system, but concluded that there would be significantly more design 
effort required on it than on the sun angle/magnetometer system. This 
would make it unfeasible to prepare a TRANSIT system by mid-summer or 
early fall.

The sun angle/magnetometer (hereafter referred as SAM System) will 
use TWERLE and GHOST sensors with minimal modifications. The sun angle 
will be measured by two sensors: 1) One will be the standard analog 
sensor incorporating linearization optics. The second will include 
discrete occulting rings which define unique sun angles to generate 
precise sun angle measurements at discrete times, rather than depending 
upon analog smoothing and calibration of many data points to determine 
time of local noon and thus exact longitude. The magnetometer will be 
a repackaged version of the TWERLE cutdown magnetometer.

The accuracy exgected is better than +  1° on sun angle and magnetometer 
with a goal of +  1/2 . We consider this adequate for the carrier balloon 
experiment this year.

The parameters to be transmitted by HF system are as follows:

1. Balloon strain
2. Time from discrete sun angle occulsion
3. Analog sun angle output
4. Magnetometer output
5. Package (top hat) temperature
6. Cutdown status
7. Open (possible panel regulated voltage)

These are sufficient for housekeeping data and position location to the 
accuracy mentioned above. Note also that we consider the analog sun 
angle output as a backup to both the discrete sun angle sensor and the 
magnetometer.
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The cost estimates for the effort are not as yet complete. As a 
guide-we expect the top packages to cost $2,000 each in parts, production 
labor, and testing. In addition we will utilize Mr. Ernest Lichfield 
from the TWERLE project for the magnetometer modifications (a NSF charge), 
Mr. Robert W. Frykman for HF transceiver design and integration (a NSF 
charge), Mr. Mike Exner for system integration (a NASA charge), and Mr, 
Roger Clark as an engineering aid (a new NASA charge). Of the $2,000 
mentioned above, probably $*800 each are in added costs for new production 
hardware.

As a schedule, we anticipate that it will be three months before 
prototypes are completed and tested. It will take two additional months 
to assemble and test 22 more units, assuming parts (except circuit boards) 
are already procured.

The above summarizes our initial design and evaluation concepts for 
the SAM System. We will provide more details as they become available.

Sincerely

Michael L. Olson, Systems Manager 
Carrier Balloon/Omegasonde Program


